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Considering the Ice Excavation Required
to Establish and Maintain an Open Ice Pit
William Colgan 1
Abstract: Several factors are increasing the likelihood of open ice pit mining
adjacent to the Greenland ice sheet. This study employs a fully transient onedimensional (1D) (depth-averaged) ice flow model, which includes a first-order
longitudinal stress gradient approximation, to estimate the ice excavation required
to establish and maintain an open ice pit. An idealized open ice pit geometry and
purely deformational flow are assumed. A Monte Carlo approach is used to quantify the cumulative uncertainty in total ice excavation resulting from four key
parameters: (1) ice temperature, (2) ice thickness, (3) equilibrium line altitude,
and (4) surface mass balance gradient. Two scenarios of ice pit slope (2H:1V
and 3H:1V), excavation method (constant and progressively steepening slope),
and surface ablation enhancement (þ25 and þ50%), are considered. Total ice excavation is more sensitive to parameters controlling deformational velocity (1 and
2) than parameters controlling surface mass balance (3 and 4). Enhancing surface
ablation by a feasible amount offers the potential to decrease total ice excavation by
∼10% over mine life. Progressively steepening the ice pit slope offers the potential
to limit variability in ice excavation rate, and reduce velocity and ice thickness gradients conducive to crevasse formation. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CR.1943-5495
.0000067. © 2014 American Society of Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Greenland; Glacier; Ice; Mining; Open pit; Ice flow;
Excavation.

Introduction
Atmospheric warming attributable to climate change is projected to be greater in
the Arctic than anywhere else on Earth during the 21st Century (IPCC 2007a).
This warming is expected to result in deleterious effects for numerous physical
and biological systems. As a consequence of the diverse nature of social responses
to these effects, however, climate change is expected to enhance economic development in Greenland (Barkham 2008; Macalister 2010). Climate change will facilitate
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Greenlandic resource development through: (1) the deglaciation of previously unexposed bedrock, (2) a reduction in the extent and depth of permafrost, (3) a more
moderate operating environment, and (4) more navigable sea routes (IPCC 2007b).
In addition to climate change, polar resource development is becoming more
economically feasible due attributable to diminishing conventional resource
prospects and improved prospecting and mining technologies (Anderson 2009;
Emmerson 2010).
When Greenland achieved self-government on June 21, 2009, a stated goal
of the new Greenland Government was to diversify the country’s industry. This
involves shifting the economy away from traditional fisheries, and more recently
tourism, towards resource development. In accordance with this vision, the Inatsisartut, Greenland’s legislative assembly, passed the Act on Mineral Resources on
December 7, 2009 (Government of Greenland 2009). The regulatory framework
accompanying this nascent legislation is arguably less stringent than the more
mature regulatory frameworks of neighbouring Arctic nations (Emmerson 2010;
Macalister 2010). Although the majority of Greenland’s near-term resource development is anticipated to take place in territorial waters, abundant onshore nonfossil
fuel resource deposits have been recognized for several decades (Nielsen 1973;
Government of Greenland 2009).
With an area of 1.68  0.05 × 106 km2 , the Greenland ice sheet covers ∼80%
of Greenland. Numerous smaller ice caps and glaciers around the coastal periphery
have an estimated total area of 0.13  0.00 × 106 km2 (Rastner et al. 2012). It is
therefore likely that a substantial portion of Greenland’s onshore resource development will occur in proglacial settings. Because of the proprietary nature of resource
development feasibility studies, relatively few publications are available in the
public sphere that address the challenges associated with pro- or englacial mining
(Rausch 1959; Abel 1961; Fisher and Jones 1971; Colbeck 1974; Eyles and
Rogerson 1977; Citterio et al. 2009). Colgan and Arenson (2013) provide a review
of ice excavation techniques and recent glacier mining projects. In Greenland,
unique glacier challenges include hydrologic phenomena such as tremendous
runoff during the summer melt season, which can exceed 4 m per unit area
(Davis 1967; Ettema et al. 2009), and catastrophic subglacial outburst floods
(or jökulhlaups), which can be initiated by catastrophic supraglacial lake drainages
(Flowers et al. 2004; Huggel et al. 2004). As ice flows through internal deformation
as an incompressible non-Newtonian fluid, operational difficulties can also arise
from the flow of ice beneath and against infrastructure (Eyles and Rogerson
1977; Citterio et al. 2009).
This technical paper considers the ice excavation rate required to establish and
maintain an idealized open ice pit on the margin of the Greenland ice sheet. This is an
interesting applied glaciology problem, because the excavation of ice from an open
ice pit enhances subsequent ice flow into the open ice pit, thereby introducing a
nonlinear element to the problem. Open ice pit mining is presently underway at
the Kumtor Mine, Kyrgyzstan, where ∼10 MT=a of ice is excavated to maintain
an ice pit wall ∼800 m in length and ∼50 m in height (Kumtor Operating
Company 2010). An open ice pit has been proposed for the Isua Prospect, Greenland,
with an ice pit wall height of ∼250 m and a peak ice excavation rate of ∼36 MT=a
(London Mining 2011). Considering the ice excavation associated with establishing
and maintaining an open ice pit is therefore becoming an increasingly topical issue.
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Scenario Overview
During the initial feasibility study of developing the Isua Prospect with an open ice
pit, Colbeck (1974) introduced an unbounded analytical approach to estimate the
steady-state ice excavation rate required to maintain a desired open ice pit geometry.
Here, the author presents a numerical approach, taking advantage of Monte Carlo
simulations, to derive confidence bounds associated with the transient ice excavation rates during both the establishment and maintenance of an open ice pit of similar size. While the transient ice flow model that the author employs has been
previously applied to complex glacier and bedrock topographies (Colgan et al.
2012a, b), this study employs an idealized topography consisting of a perfectly
parabolic ice sheet resting on a horizontal bed. In this idealized setting, an open
ice pit is excavated ∼1 km inland from the ice sheet margin to access a subglacial
resource deposit (∼200 m maximum ice thickness; Fig. 1). The open ice pit is established over 10 years and maintained at full extent for an additional 20 years,
yielding a mine life of 30 years. Two scenarios of imposed ice pit wall slope
(2H:1V and 3H:1V) are considered. The ice sheet margin under consideration is
assumed to be cold-based, meaning that basal ice temperatures are perennially below the pressure-melting-point. Basal sliding along the ice-bed interface is negligible in cold-based glaciers. The ice geometry and temperature regime employed
are characteristic of observed and modelled ice geometry and basal ice temperature
in Northwest Greenland (Rausch 1959; Swinzow 1962; Davis 1967; Greve 2005).

Numerical Approach
The fundamental problem addressed in this work is estimating transient ice flow
through a spatially and temporally evolving downstream boundary condition that is
representative of an open ice pit. The required ice excavation rate per unit width is
calculated using a one-dimensional (1D) (depth-integrated) ice flow model that
includes a first-order longitudinal stress gradient approximation (van der Veen
1987). Effective ice viscosity is dependent on a prescribed ice temperature that

Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of the open ice pit excavation
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is characteristic of basal ice temperatures near the ice sheet margin in Northwest
Greenland (Rausch 1959; Davis 1967; Greve 2005; Marshall 2005). To quantify the
cumulative effect of parameter uncertainty on excavation rate, each ice pit slope
scenario is simulated many times in Monte Carlo fashion. In each simulation four
key parameters are varied within representative uncertainty ranges: (1) ice temperature, (2) bedrock elevation (or ice thickness), (3) equilibrium line altitude, and
(4) surface mass balance gradient. Surface melt decreases with increasing elevation
as a function of air temperature. Equilibrium line altitude is the elevation at which
annual snowfall and annual meltwater runoff are equivalent, resulting in a surface
mass balance of zero. Surface mass balance gradient is the change in surface mass
balance with elevation.
Formulation
The formulation described here is analogous to that described in Colgan et al.
(2012a, b). According to mass conservation, formulated as the transient glacier
continuity equation, the transient rate of change in ice thickness (∂H=∂t) may
be expressed in one dimension (x) along a flowline as
∂H
∂Q
¼b−
∂t
∂x

ð1Þ

where b represents annual surface mass balance and ∂Q=∂x represents the alongflowline divergence of ice discharge (Hooke 2005). At any point on a glacier,
surface mass balance is the annual sum of snow accumulation and meltwater runoff.
In the peripheral ablation zone of West Greenland, where annual meltwater runoff
is greater than annual snow accumulation, annual surface mass balance may be
parameterized as a function of ice surface elevation (zs )
b ¼ γðzs − zela Þ

ð2Þ

where γ is surface mass balance gradient (Δb=Δzs ) and zela is the equilibrium
line altitude (e.g., Colgan et al. 2012b). Surface mass balance serves as the climate
forcing on the ice flow model.
The depth-integrated along-flowline ice discharge at a given node (Q) may be
calculated according to


2A
∂zs ðn−1Þ ðnþ1Þ
Q¼
ρg
τH
ð3Þ
ðn þ 2Þ
∂x
where A is the temperature-dependent coefficient (or effective viscosity) in the nonlinear relation between stress and strain rate describing ice rheology (Glen 1958), n
is the exponent in the same nonlinear rheology relation (taken as 3), ρ is glacier
density (taken as 910 kg=m3 ), g is gravitational acceleration (taken as 9.81m=s2 )
and τ is the total driving stress, which incorporates both gravitational driving stress
and the longitudinal stress gradient (Van der Veen 1987; Marshall et al. 2005).
Effective ice viscosity is dependent on ice temperature, which is here prescribed
to be characteristic of basal ice temperature (rather than depth-averaged ice
temperature), as most shear occurs in the lowest 10% of the ice column (Hooke
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2005). When ice temperatures are above −10°C, A may be calculated using an
Arrhenius-type relation of the form
A ¼ Ao · exp



−Qe
RT

ð4Þ

where Ao is a reference coefficient of 5.47 × 1010 =Pa3 =a, Qe is a creep activation
energy of ice of 139 kJ=mol, R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J=mol=K) and T is
ice temperature in degrees Kelvin (Huybrechts et al. 1991).
0
A depth-averaged first-order longitudinal stress gradient approximation (τ̄ xx
),
which represents the pushing and pulling of neighboring ice columns, is included
as a perturbation to the gravitational driving stress derived from the shallow ice
approximation (Van der Veen 1987; Marshall et al. 2005)
τ ¼ −ρgH

∂zs
∂
0
þ 2 ðHτ̄ xx
Þ
∂x
∂x

ð5Þ

0
Depth-averaged longitudinal coupling stress (τ̄ xx
) is calculated, independently at
each node, by solving a cubic equation describing equilibrium forces that is based
on ice geometry and basal sliding velocity (Van der Veen 1987)



 




∂zs ∂H ∂zs
∂ 2 zs 1
2 ∂H 3 ∂zs
0 2
0¼
−
−
2
þH 2 −
þ τ̄ xx τ
∂x ∂x ∂x
2
3 ∂x 2 ∂x
∂x

 


∂z ∂H 3 ∂ 2 zs
∂zs 2 1
0
þ H
−2
−
τ2 3 s
þ τ̄ xx
∂x ∂x 2 ∂x2
∂x
6


2 ∂H 1 ∂zs
1 ∂ub
þ
−
þ τ3
5 ∂x 4 ∂x
2A ∂x
0 3
τ̄ xx

ð6Þ

Eqs. (1)–(6) form the basis of a 1D (depth-integrated) transient ice flow model
with first-order longitudinal stress gradient approximation. The two-dimensional
(2D) (cross-sectional) velocity field can be back-calculated from flowline geometry
using a uðzÞ equation derived from the depth-integration of the longitudinally
coupled equation for horizontal shear velocity (Marshall et al. 2005)
 

∂z n−1
∂z ðz − zÞnþ1 − H nþ1
uðzÞ ¼ ub þ 2A ρg s
ρg s s
∂x
∂x
nþ1

ðzs − zÞn − H n ∂
0
−2
ðHτ̄ xx
Þ
∂x
n

ð7Þ

As the portion of ice sheet under consideration is assumed to be cold-based with
negligible basal sliding, characteristic of Northwest Greenland (Swinzow 1962;
Davis 1967; Greve 2005), ub → 0 in Eqs. (6) and (7). Thus, ice flow within
the cross-sectional profile under consideration is assumed to result solely from internal ice deformation that is described by incompressible non-Newtonian flow,
analogous to the deformation of polycrystalline metals (Glen 1958).
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Boundary Conditions
Here the top, bottom, upstream and downstream boundary conditions of the ice flow
model are described. The top boundary condition of the ice flow model is the
assumption that τ → 0 when and where H → 0 (i.e., at the glacier surface). This
assumption is invoked during the formulation of the first-order approximation to the
Navier-Stokes equations described by Eq. (5). The bottom boundary condition of
the ice flow model is the assumption of negligible basal sliding at the ice-bed interface [i.e., ub → 0 in Eqs. (6) and (7)]. Rather than modeling a complete flowline of
the Greenland ice sheet, from the central flow divide to the margin, the model
domain is only extended 10 km inland from the ice sheet margin, where an upstream
prescribed flux Neumann boundary condition is implemented (Fig. 2). This steadystate inflow to the domain (Qin ) is equivalent in magnitude, and opposite in sign, to
the integral of surface mass balance across the domain (i.e., Qin ¼ −∫ bðxÞ · dx),
which satisfies steady-state mass continuity (Hooke 2005).
The downstream boundary condition, which must simulate a temporally and
spatially evolving open ice pit, is less conventional. Required ice excavation rate
is updated explicitly at each time-step through the addition of an extra term to the
transient glacier continuity equation
∂H
∂Q Hex
¼b−
−
∂t
∂x
Δt

ð8Þ

where Hex is excavated ice thickness. Hex is calculated as the difference between
modeled ice surface elevation (zs ) at the end of one time-step and prescribed ice pit
elevation (zpit ) at the beginning of the next time-step
Hex ¼ ðzs − zpit Þ · H

ð9Þ

where H is a dimensionless Heaviside function. By explicitly incorporating prescribed open ice pit elevation (zpit ), open ice pit geometry is effectively imposed
as a spatially and temporally variable prescribed head Dirichlet boundary condition.

Fig. 2. Ensemble mean ice surface elevation (zs ) in selected years (0, 5, 10, and 30)
under: (a) the C(3:1) scenario; (b) the baseline scenario with no excavation [Dotted lines
denote the lower (5th) and upper (95th) bound percentiles; the mean rate of change in ice
thickness (∂H=∂t) over the 30-year period is shown for both scenarios]
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The Heaviside function is used as a logic operator to ensure excavation only occurs
when and where necessary, similar to a parameterization of iceberg calving at a
glacier terminus (Colgan et al. 2012b). This Heaviside function returns zeros at
nodes that satisfy a negative argument and ones at nodes that satisfy a positive
argument of the form

H¼

0 for zs ≤ zpit
1



for zs > zpit

ð10Þ

From this downstream boundary condition, required ice excavation rate per unit
width (qex in units of m2 =a per unit width) may be derived as the spatial integral of
H ex ðqex ¼ ∫ Hex ðxÞ · dxÞ. Over the 30 years mine life, total ice excavation per unit
width (Qex in units of m2 per unit width) may likewise be expressed as the time
integral of qex ðQex ¼ ∫ qex ðtÞ · dtÞ.

Implementation and Monte Carlo
Here, the numerical implementation of the ice flow model and the Monte Carlo
simulation approach are described. Eqs. (1)–(10) are discretized in space using
first-order finite volume methods (Δx ¼ 150 m). The semidiscrete set of ordinary
differential equations describing 1D (depth-averaged) ice flow is solved using
MATLAB R2008b ode15s, a stiff semi-implicit differential equation solver, with
a time-step (Δt) of 1=24 years. Back-calculated 2D (cross-sectional) ice velocity
is solved at 25 evenly spaced vertical layers within the flowline profile
(Δz ¼ 0.04 · H). The numerical code is optimized to run on four parallel processors using the parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB R2008b. The mean processor
time per 30 year mine life simulation is ∼19 s on a 2.83 GHz processor with 8 GB
of RAM (Fig. 3).
The initial parabolic ice surface elevation profile is assumed to reflect perfectly
plastic deformation with a yield stress of 1.1 × 105 Pa (Paterson 1994). A baseline

Fig. 3. Histogram of the processor time per simulation for 2,000 simulations, using
2.83 GHz processors with 8 GB of available RAM per processor; the dashed line denotes
the mean time per simulation (19.1 s)
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spin-up simulation, in which no ice excavation is imposed, allows this initial ice
geometry to evolve under the prescribed boundary conditions and steady-state climatic forcing. Aside from some thinning in the terminal 1 km, which is small in
comparison to the ice thickness perturbation imposed by excavation, the 30-year
mean rate of change in ice thickness is small upstream of km 1 (j∂H=∂tj < 1 m=a;
Fig. 2). This baseline spin-up simulation confirms that the prescribed boundary
conditions and climate forcing maintain the initial ice geometry in dynamic equilibrium. The spin-up geometry and velocity profiles are representative of landterminating ice throughout West Greenland (Swinzow 1962; Davis 1967; Colbeck
1974; Parizek and Alley 2004). Perturbation simulations consist of a 10-year period
during which the ice pit toe is excavated inland at ∼100 m=a to ∼1 km inland,
followed by a 20-year period during which the open ice pit is maintained at
full extent. The scenarios in which the open ice pit is excavated inland with a constant ice pit slope of either 2H:1V or 3H:1V are referred to as C(2:1) and C(3:1),
respectively. The ice geometry and velocity profiles associated with perturbation
simulations reflect the anticipated cross-sectional form and flow associated with
an open ice pit. In both scenarios, changes in ice thickness are insignificant
upstream of 4 km at 30 years, which confirms that a 10-km model domain extends
sufficiently far inland to capture the far-field effects of proglacial open ice pit
excavation (Fig. 2).
In each simulation four key parameters are varied within representative uncertainty ranges: (1) ice temperature, (2) bedrock elevation (or ice thickness), (3) equilibrium line altitude, and (4) surface mass balance gradient. In each simulation, ice
temperature is prescribed as constant along the flowline from a uniform distribution
of between −2 and 0 °C. This temperature range is characteristic of basal ice near
the ice sheet margin throughout much of West Greenland (Colbeck 1974; Marshall
2005). The author notes, however, that basal ice temperatures in some locations in
Northwest Greenland may be colder than −10°C (Rausch 1959; Davis 1967).
In each simulation, uncertainty in bedrock elevation (δzb ; analogous to uncertainty
in ice thickness when surface elevation is held constant), is acknowledged by
perturbing the perfectly horizontal bedrock elevation from a uniform distribution of 10 m. This uncertainty range is representative of the typical uncertainty associated with determining ice thickness from ice penetrating radar
(e.g., Catania and Neumann 2010). In each simulation, equilibrium line altitude
is prescribed from a uniform distribution between 1,000 and 1,200 m, and surface
mass balance gradient is prescribed from a uniform distribution between 0.003 and
0.004=a. These ranges are representative of observed values in West Greenland
(Steffen and Box 2001; Fausto et al. 2009). One thousand simulations are performed for each excavation scenario [e.g., C(2:1) or C(3:1)] to derive an ensemble
mean time-series of required ice excavation rate per unit width (qex ) over the operational mine life. Upper and lower qex uncertainty bounds are taken as the ensemble
95 and 5th percentiles, respectively, and thus reflect a 90% confidence interval.

Results
Under both the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios, ice velocity and required ice excavation rate (qex ) reach a maximum in operational years 10 (Figs. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional ice velocity (in m=a) in selected years (2.5, 5, 10, and 30) in the
mean simulation (T ¼ 272 K, δzb ¼ 0 m, γ ¼ 0.0035=a and zela ¼ 1,100 m) under the
C(3:1) scenario [The gray dashed line denotes the initial ice sheet elevation profile, and
the black dashed line denotes the imposed ice pit wall; for animation hyperlink, please
see Colgan (2014)]

Fig. 5. Ensemble mean required ice excavation rate per unit width (qex ) over the operational mine life under: (a) the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios; (b) the P(2:1) and P(3:1)
scenarios [Dashed lines denote the lower (5th) and upper (95th) bound percentiles]
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Table 1. Scenario Name, Excavation Method, Final Ice Pit Wall Slope, Surface Ablation
Perturbation, Ensemble Mean Total Ice Excavation per Unit Width over the Operational
Mine Life (Qex ) and Corresponding 90% Confidence Interval (Qex 90% C.I.)

Scenario

Excavation
method

Final
ice pit
slope

C(2:1)
Constant slope
2H:1V
C(3:1)
Constant slope
3H:1V
P(2:1)
Progressively steepening 2H:1V
P(3:1)
Progressively steepening 3H:1V
A25(2:1)
Constant slope
2H:1V
A50(2:1)
Constant slope
2H:1V

Ablation
perturbation
(%)

Ensemble
mean
Qex (m2 )

Qex 90%
C.I. (m2 )

0
0
0
0
þ25
þ50

2.16 × 105
2.35 × 105
2.18 × 105
2.37 × 105
1.95 × 105
1.74 × 105

1.55–2.86 × 105
1.70–3.08 × 105
1.56–2.89 × 105
1.71–3.11 × 105
1.33–2.65 × 105
1.17–2.44 × 105

The ensemble mean 30-year total excavation per unit width (Qex ), however, is ∼9%
greater under the C(3:1) scenario than under the C(2:1) scenario (2.35 × 105 versus
2.16 × 105 m2 per unit width, respectively; Table 1). This difference is attributable
to the increased inland extent over which ice excavation must occur to maintain a
shallower ice pit slope in the C(3:1) scenario. When the four key parameters are
perturbed within ranges representative of their typical uncertainty, however, both
Qex and the qex time-series of the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios lie within 90% confidence interval of each other. This indicates that the cumulative uncertainty in required ice excavation rate introduced by the four key parameters is greater than the
expected difference in required excavation rate between the two ice pit slope scenarios. Generally, qex increases from zero in year zero to a maximum of ∼2.2 ×
104 m2 =a per unit width in 10 years, and then transitions to <0.5 × 104 m2 =a per
unit width for the remaining 20 years of the operational mine life. Uncertainty in qex
in a given year can be assessed by applying a nonparametric probability density
function (PDF) to the population of qex values in a given year. For example, applying PDFs to qex in 5, 10, and 20 years indicates that uncertainty in qex (approximated by the width of the PDF) is highest in 10 years and lowest in
20 years (Fig. 6).
As a consequence of excavating an open ice pit at the ice sheet margin, a drawdown and thinning of ice extends ∼3 km inland (Fig. 2). Ice velocity is fourth-order
dependent on ice thickness and third-order dependent on ice surface slope [Eq. (7)].
Steepening of the ablation zone increases deformational ice velocity, whereas thinning of the ablation zone decreases deformational ice velocity. Over the operational
mine life, ice surface velocities first increase and then decrease in a complex spatialtemporal pattern (Fig. 7). Ice surface velocities reach a maximum at the point where
the ice pit wall intersects the ice sheet surface (i.e., the open ice pit crown) around
10 years. During the 10-year excavation period, ice surface velocity at ∼1.3 km
increases by an order of magnitude (from ∼5 to ∼50 m=a). After 10 years, ice surface velocities decrease downstream of 2 km, but do not return to preexcavation
velocities. Upstream of 2 km, ice surface velocities continue to increase after
10 years. By 30 years, the far-field velocity at 5 km is almost twice as high as
the preexcavation velocity (∼30 versus ∼50 m=a). A decreasing rate of change
of ice surface velocity with time suggests that the flowline has almost achieved
a new transient equilibrium velocity profile by 30 years.
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Fig. 6. Probability density functions of required ice excavation rate per unit width (qex )
in selected years (5, 10, and 20) under: (a) the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios; (b) the P(2:1)
and P(3:1) scenarios

Fig. 7. Space-time ensemble mean ice surface velocity (in m=a) over the operational
mine life under: (a) the C(3:1) scenario; (b) P(3:1) scenario
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Parameter Sensitivity
The sensitivity of total ice excavation per unit width (Qex ) to uncertainty in ice
temperature, bedrock elevation (or ice thickness), equilibrium line altitude, and surface mass balance gradient may be assessed by regressions between prescribed
parameter values and modeled Qex values in all Monte Carlo simulations under
a given scenario. Following this approach, a positive regression slope indicates that
Qex increases with increasing ice temperature, whereas negative regression slopes
indicate that Qex increases with decreasing bedrock elevation (or increasing ice
thickness), increasing equilibrium line altitude and increasing surface mass balance
gradient (Fig. 8). Regression slope quantifies the absolute sensitivity of Qex to an
individual parameter (Table 2). To optimize the collection of in situ data intended to
improve model accuracy; however, it is desirable to quantify the relative sensitivity
of Qex to each parameter.
An equivalent sensitivity for each parameter can be quantified by dividing a
specified absolute change in total required excavation (jΔQex j, taken as 104 m2

Fig. 8. Total ice excavation (Qex ) over the operational mine life versus four key parameters in 1,000 simulations under the C(3:1) scenario: (a) ice temperature (T); (b) bedrock elevation perturbation (δzb ; analogous to ice thickness uncertainty when surface
elevation remains constant); (c) equilibrium line altitude (zela ); (d) surface mass balance
gradient (γ) [solid lines denote least squares regressions; regression statistics shown in
Table 2]
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per unit width) by the regression slope for each parameter. This yields the equivalent perturbation for each parameter that results in jΔQex j. For example, in the C
(3:1) scenario, jΔQex j may result from either an ice temperature perturbation
(jΔTj) of 0.25 K or an equilibrium line altitude perturbation (jΔzela j) of 55 m
(Table 2). The relative sensitivity of a given parameter may be quantified as its
equivalent sensitivity divided by its characteristic uncertainty range. Following
from the preceding example, if jΔTj ¼ 0.25 K, and the characteristic uncertainty
range of T is 2 K, the relative sensitivity of T is 8.0. In comparison, the relative
sensitivity of equilibrium line altitude is only 3.6, as jΔzela j ¼ 55 m, and zela has a
characteristic uncertainty range of 200 m (Table 2).
Relative sensitivities suggest that Qex is much less sensitive to the two parameters controlling surface mass balance (equilibrium line altitude and surface mass
balance gradient) than the two parameters controlling deformational ice velocity
(ice temperature and bedrock elevation or ice thickness). As these relative sensitivities are dependent on the assumed characteristic uncertainty range of each
parameter, relative sensitivities will change with different parameter space assumptions. However, as ice temperature and bedrock elevation (or ice thickness) appear
in nonlinear terms in the equations describing ice flow, any sensitivity analysis will
find required excavation rate to be most sensitive to these two parameters. Conversely, the remaining two parameters (equilibrium line altitude and surface mass
balance gradient) appear in linear terms in the equations describing ice flow.
Reducing Excavation
Here, approaches for reducing the total ice excavation required to establish and
maintain the final open ice pit geometry are considered. With an ∼30°C temperature
difference between basal ice near the pressure-melting-point and wintertime surface
air temperatures, passive cooling of relatively thin portions of an open ice pit during
polar night appears to be theoretically feasible. A zone of depressed ice temperatures at the ice pit toe would buttress ice flow, akin to “leaving a small amount
of ore in order to raise the margin” of the ice sheet (Colbeck 1974). Whereas thermosyphons have a long history of passively extracting heat from permafrost, most
notably beneath the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (Heuer et al. 1982; Zarling and Haynes
1991), constant ice deformation and flow would likely limit the practical feasibility
Table 2. Sensitivity of Total Ice Excavation per Unit Width over the Operational Mine Life
(Qex ) to Four Key Parameters: Ice Temperature (T), Bedrock Elevation Uncertainty (δzb ;
Analogous to Ice Thickness Uncertainty when Surface Elevation Remains Constant),
Surface Mass Balance Gradient (γ) and Equilibrium Line Altitude (zela ); the Prescribed
Range, Regression Slope, Perturbation Necessary to Change Total Required Excavation
by 104 m2 ðjΔQex j ¼ 104 m2 Þ and Relative Sensitivity Are Listed for Each Parameter
Parameter
T
δzb
Γ
zela
© ASCE

Prescribed
range

Regression slope

271–273 K
ΔQex =ΔT ¼ 3.94 × 104 m2 =K
−10 − 10 m
ΔQex =Δzb ¼ −4.57 × 103 m
0.003 − 0.004=a ΔQex =γ ¼ −4.20 × 107 m2 · a
1,000–1,200 m
ΔQex =zela ¼ −180 m

jΔQex j ¼ 104 m2 Relative
perturbation
sensitivity
0.25 K
2.8 m
2.4 × 10−4 =a
55 m
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of deploying thermosyphons in an open ice pit setting. Thus, reducing ice velocity
by decreasing ice temperature and effective viscosity is assumed to be practically
unfeasible. The author therefore explores two more conventional approaches for
reducing total ice excavation: optimizing ice geometry and enhancing surface
ablation.
Optimizing Ice Geometry
This approach assumes an alternative method of open ice pit excavation, whereby
the ice pit wall is progressively steepened to the imposed H:V gradient by 10 years,
as opposed to maintaining a constant slope during excavation. This excavation
method essentially seeks to minimize total driving stress, and hence deformational
velocity, during open ice pit establishment. Two scenarios of progressively steepening ice pit slope, which achieve final 2H:1V and 3H:1V geometries, are referred
to as P(2:1) and P(3:1), respectively (Fig. 9). These scenarios are executed in identical Monte Carlo fashion as the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios.

Fig. 9. Cross-sectional ice velocity (in m=a) in selected years (2.5, 5, 10, and 30) in the
mean simulation (T ¼ 272 K, δzb ¼ 0 m, γ ¼ 0.0035=a, and zela ¼ 1,100 m) under the
P(3:1) scenario [The gray dashed line denotes the initial ice sheet elevation profile, and
the black dashed line denotes the imposed ice pit wall; for animation hyperlink, please
see Colgan (2014)]
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The ensemble mean Qex under the P(2:1) and P(3:1) scenarios are within 90%
confidence interval of the ensemble mean Qex under the C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios (Table 1). The history of required excavation rate over the 30-year operational
mine life, however, is different between the two excavation methods. The ensemble
mean qex under the progressively steepening ice pit slope scenarios are less variable
during the 10-year establishment period than the ensemble mean qex under the constant ice pit slope scenarios. The qex values of the P(3:1) scenario are greater than
those of the C(3:1) scenario in 0–5 years, whereas they are less than those of C(3:1)
in 5–10 years (Fig. 5). Similar to the constant ice pit slope scenarios, the Qex under
the P(3:1) scenario is ∼9% greater than under the P(2:1) scenario, resulting from the
larger ice sheet area modified with a shallower surface slope.
Perhaps the most important difference between the constant and progressively
steepening ice pit slope excavation scenarios, however, lies in the space-time evolution of ice surface velocity. The broad spatial-temporal pattern of ensemble mean
ice surface velocity under the P(2:1) and P(3:1) scenarios is similar to that under the
C(2:1) and C(3:1) scenarios (Fig. 7). Along the terminal ∼1.5 km of the flowline,
however, significant differences in ice surface velocity exist during the 10-year excavation period (Fig. 10). The majority of these differences can be attributed to
differing upstream propagation rates of the ice pit crown under the two excavation
scenarios. The positive and negative differences do not cancel out, however, with a
net increase in ice surface velocity (and corresponding velocity gradients) under the
constant ice pit slope excavation scenario, relative to the progressively steepening
ice pit slope excavation scenario. In comparison with the progressively steepening
ice pit wall scenario, the constant ice pit wall slope scenario has: (1) higher velocity
gradients across the ice pit crown, and (2) consistently steeper ice pit wall slopes
during the 10-year excavation period. In comparison with the progressively steepening scenario, both these factors can be expected to enhance fracture or crevasse
propagation by increasing tensile stress (Nye 1952; Van der Veen 1998).
Thus, whereas the total 30 years total ice excavation under the constant and
progressively steepening ice pit slope scenarios are not significantly different from

Fig. 10. Differences in space-time ensemble mean ice surface velocity (in m=a) between
the C(3:1) and P(3:1) scenarios [Figs. 7(a) minus 7(b)] over the operational mine life
[The black lines denote contours with an interval of 10 m]
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each other, the progressively steepening scenario produces less variable required ice
excavation rates and slower ice pit wall velocities during the 10-year establishment
period. Although more constant excavation rates and a decreased likelihood of crevasse propagation are both positive attributes for operational planning, these benefits may be offset by fact that the progressively steepening ice pit slope excavation
method does not begin to expose the subglacial resource deposit until after operational year two. In comparison, the constant ice pit wall slope excavation method
immediately begins to expose the subglacial resource deposit (Figs. 4 and 9).
Enhancing Surface Ablation
This approach for minimizing required ice excavation rate assumes that surface
ablation can be enhanced along the terminal 2 km of the flowline. Enhancing surface ablation through the deposition of ultralow albedo particles, such as black soot,
has been previously suggested as a feasible mechanism to reduce the required ice
excavation rate required to maintain a desired open ice pit geometry (Colbeck
1974). Lowering the surface reflectance (or albedo) of snow and ice increases absorbed solar radiation, and thus increases surface melt, which can offset required ice
excavation rate. The artificial contamination of a snowpack with black soot has
been observed to increase surface ablation by 50% (Conway et al. 1996). Under
exceptional conditions, ice surface ablation can be artificially enhanced by up to
100%, over a limited extent and for a limited duration (Slaughter 1969). Two feasible scenarios of enhanced surface ablation (þ25 and 50%), with ice wall slope
prescribed as 2H:1V in both scenarios, are referred to as A25(2:1) and A50(2:1),
respectively. These scenarios are executed in identical Monte Carlo fashion as the C
(2:1) scenario (Fig. 11).
In comparison to the C(2:1) scenario, the A25(2:1) and A50(2:1) scenarios result
in a net decrease in required excavation rate of ∼10 and 20%, respectively (Table 1).

Fig. 11. Ensemble mean required ice excavation rate per unit width (qex ) over the
operational mine life under the A25(2:1) and A50(2:1) scenarios; the C(2:1) scenario
from Fig. 5 is shown for comparison [Dashed lines denote the lower (5th) and upper
(95th) bound percentiles]
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This difference in Qex , and the accompanying qex histories, is within 90% confidence interval of the C(2:1) scenario. This indicates that uncertainty in required ice
excavation rate attributable to cumulative parameter uncertainty is greater than the
expected decrease in required ice excavation rate owing to enhancing surface ablation by up to 50%. Although it is unlikely that albedo modification alone could
offset the majority of ice flow into an open ice pit, the potential decrease in total
ice excavation resulting from albedo modification appears to be substantial.
Repeated soot application, however, has the potential to create a supraglacial debris
layer. Supraglacial debris layers can actually decrease surface ablation through
insulation once debris thickness exceeds ∼1 cm (Nicholson and Benn 2006).

Summary Remarks
The effects of climate change, diminishing conventional resource deposits, and improved prospecting and mining technologies, combined with the recent transition to
a Greenland Government amenable to accelerated resource development, have increased the likelihood of open pit mining adjacent to the Greenland Ice Sheet. This
study employed a fully transient ice flow model, with first-order longitudinal stress
gradient approximation, to estimate the total ice excavation required to establish
and maintain an open ice pit in a Northwest Greenland setting. Despite the use
of an idealized ice geometry and purely deformational flow mechanism, several
generalized yet novel insights are identified by this work. Imposing a 3H:1V
ice pit slope increases total ice excavation by ∼9% over mine life in comparison
with an imposed 2H:1V ice pit slope. Enhancing surface ablation by 25%, which
appears to be feasible through the deposition of ultralow albedo particles, offers the
potential to decrease total ice excavation by ∼10% over mine life. Although optimizing ice geometry during open ice pit establishment does not affect total ice excavation over mine life, it does offer the potential for: (1) less variable excavation
rates over the 10-year open ice pit establishment period, and (2) velocity and ice
thickness gradients less conducive to crevasse formation. The overarching implication of the Monte Carlo analysis, however, is that the cumulative uncertainty in
total ice excavation stemming from four key parameters exceeds any projected differences in total ice excavation resulting from reasonable attempts to enhance surface ablation over mine life or optimize open ice pit geometry during initial open ice
pit establishment. Simply put, under the uncertainty ranges adopted here, which
are informed by previous glacier research, it would appear to be unreasonable
to anticipate projecting (with better than 90% confidence) total ice excavation over
mine life to better than 30% of total ice excavation [or 2.35  0.69 × 105 m2 per
unit width for the geometry and mine life under consideration in scenario C(1:3)].
Total ice excavation is substantially more sensitive to parameters that control deformational velocity (i.e., ice temperature and bedrock elevation or ice thickness),
than parameters that control surface mass balance (i.e., equilibrium line altitude and
surface mass balance gradient).
Finally, it may be tenuous to apply thermo-mechanics derived from studying
glacier ice in natural settings to a heavily engineered open ice pit. Laboratory uniaxial compression testing to explore the creep (or flow) of ice suggests that the flow
law exponent [n in Eq. (3)] increases in a poorly understood fashion from 3 to 5
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above driving stresses of ∼1.5 MPa (Barnes et al. 1971). Although such high basal
shear stresses are never realized in natural settings, unnatural combinations of ice
slope and ice thickness offer the potential to approach such previously inconceivable basal shear stresses. For example, an ice pit crown 300 m thick with a 2H:1V
surface slope has a theoretical local gravitational driving stress of ∼1.3 MPa, that
would be augmented by substantial longitudinal coupling stress [Eq. (5)]. Whereas
observing a potential transition in ice flow from n ≈ 3 to n > 3 in a nonlaboratory
setting might be insightful for the broader scientific community, project engineers
might be less eager to observe an enhanced deformational flow regime at their
specific site. The difficulty of conventional three term thermo-mechanical models,
those predicated on heat advection, diffusion and production, to reproduce observed
ice temperature and velocity profiles in West Greenland is similarly nontrivial in an
engineering context (Phillips et al. 2013). Latent heat release from meltwater has
been implicated as a substantial fourth heat source, capable of warming ice temperature to pressure-melting-point on decadal time-scales. Because ice temperature is
ultimately the single largest source of uncertainty in projecting total ice excavation,
an accurate spatial-temporal representation of ice temperature is paramount for
estimating the total ice excavation associated with establishing and maintaining
an open ice pit. Enhanced deformation at high stresses and rapid meltwater-driven
ice warming, although both poorly observed and primarily theoretical notions at
present, are illustrative of the potential to substantially underestimate the total
ice excavation associated with an open ice pit.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A = effective viscosity (=Pa3 =a)
b = annual surface mass balance (m);
g = gravitational acceleration (m=s2 );
H = Heaviside function ();
H = ice thickness (m);
Hex = ice thickness to be excavated (m);
n = flow law exponent ();
Q = ice discharge per unit width (m2 =a);
Qe = creep activation energy of ice (kJ=mol);
Qex = total ice excavation of mine life per unit width (m2 );
qex = total ice excavation rate per unit width (m2 =a);
R = ideal gas constant (J=mol=K);
T = basal ice temperature (K);
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time (a);
ice velocity (m=a);
surface ice velocity (m=a);
given distance upstream (m);
given elevation (m);
bedrock elevation (m);
equilibrium line altitude (m);
ice pit wall elevation (m);
ice surface elevation (m);
surface mass balance gradient (=a);
glacier density (kg=m3 );
total driving stress (Pa); and
depth-averaged longitudinal stress (Pa).
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